Steven Magee
3618 S. Desert Lantern Road
Tucson
AZ 85735
USA
Tel: 520-505-6558
Email: stevewmagee@gmail.com
Dear Ann Smith,
Please find attached my resume for the Manager of the MDM Observatory. I have already held this
position and fell into extremely poor health due to the Sick Building Syndrome (SBS) that is present at
the MDM observatory and also was present at my own home. The management team witnessed this
severe degradation in my health during my time there and my own doctor failed to identify the root
cause of the conditions that were showing up, despite many visits to specialists. After leaving MDM, I
later identified the sources of environmental pollution that were causing these wide ranging conditions
and have rectified them. Fortunately for me, I am one of the lucky few people who has successfully
reversed declining health into good health.
I have excellent management skills and I have managed large numbers of employees with a wide range
of skill sets. I have worked extensively in the university and astronomical environments and I am
fluent in mentoring students and staff. I have first class skills in astronomy and I have worked at the
premier facilities in this field, including the W. M. Keck Observatory. I am expert in control systems,
construction, large telescopes, astronomical instrumentation, adaptive optics, interferometry, and laser
guide stars. I have worked with the leading astronomers in the world during my time in the observing
team at the W. M. Keck Observatory.
I am extensively published and I have made many astronomical discoveries. My research in the field
of astrophysics is currently very active and I have many more publications in development. I am
currently developing the fields of astronomical and man-made radiation. The astronomical
environment and how it relates to nature has been overlooked by many astronomers and it has far
reaching consequences to life here on Earth. I would welcome the opportunity to join the MDM
Observatory and to develop research in this area. I expect to publish many discoveries on this subject
in the near future. Indeed, I have discovered new forms of radiation called “Nighttime Interference
Radiation”, “Tree Canopy Interference Radiation”, “Satellite Interference Radiation”, “Electromagnetic
Blue Sky”, “Extinction Wavelength of Light”, “Extinction Energy”, and the “Archimedes Death Ray”
in developed human environments. I have extensively pioneered the science of the ground level human
radiation environment. You will find this knowledge and vision to be a valuable addition to your team.
I would welcome the opportunity to return to MDM Observatory and to rectify the sources of Sick
Building Syndrome that I have identified at your facility. I understand that this position is to replace
the current manager, who has a history of poor performance and lacking in the required technical skills.
I suspect that some of this behavior is symptomatic of the Sick Building Syndrome that is present at the
facility. I look forward to arranging an interview with you in the near future and I hope that you choose
to return your staff to good health. You have a legal requirement to provide a safe workplace.
Yours sincerely,
Steven Magee

Steven Magee CEng MIET BEng(Hons)
3618 S. Desert Lantern Road, Tucson, AZ 85735, USA
Phone: 520-505-6558, Email: stevewmagee@gmail.com
A world class Consultant with extensive experience gained on several leading facilities with a
comprehensive engineering background and excellent leadership skills. An expert in astronomical
research, solar power systems, radiation, nature, and the medical fields.

Career
Author & Consultant
Authored the premier books in solar radiation and human health, and they are now available on
www.amazon.com. Providing consulting services for industry. My research videos are available at
StevenMageeBooks on www.youtube.com. Some of my discoveries are:
Human Health:
● Found the cause of cancer (incorrect human environmental conditions).
● Found the preventative measures for cancer (correct human environmental conditions).
● Found the primary cause of Autism and Attention Deficit Disorder (excessively filtered sunlight
by low-E coated double glazed glass combined with unnatural electromagnetic radiation
exposures)
● Found the preventative measures for Autism and Attention Deficit Disorder (increased outdoor
sunlight exposure in a green environment combined with removing the unnatural
electromagnetic exposures)
● Found links between solar radiation and human health issues.
● Found links between artificial radiation and human health issues.
● Widespread radiation sickness in modern human society from the effects of unnatural solar
radiation, man-made radiation, and electromagnetic radiation and interference.
● Found that global warming, climate change, and human activities may be in the process of
moving the electromagnetic environmental conditions outside of what the human can survive in
long term.
● Found that the natural average age of the human has been unnaturally extended from 65 to 78
due to unnatural radiation exposure from human activities and changed atmospheric radiation
transmission due to the effects of pollution.
● Found that the background radiation levels in the human environment have been significantly
increased due to the widespread adoption of large numbers of radioactive (ionizing americium)
smoke detectors into the average home and workplace.
● Found that exposure to the electrical system (harmonic and dirty electricity) and certain
electrical and electronic products induces depression symptoms into the human.
● Found that certain electrical and electronic system exposures are a toxin to the human and that
removal of the exposures causes withdrawal symptoms to occur.
● Found that microwave and radio transmissions are causing a toxic effect to occur in the human
body and that by reducing the exposure causes a withdrawal reaction to occur.
● Linked breast cancer to disturbances in the Earth's natural magnetic field and electromagnetic
radiation exposures from metal under wires.
● Developed the cause of allergies to pollen (Pollen Deficiency).

● Developed the causes of allergies to sunlight (Sunlight Deficiency, filtering, interference, and
overexposure).
● Developed the causes of allergies to nature (Nature Deficiency).
● Developed the causes of general allergies (Environmental Poisoning).
● Found that the human has the genetics of an outdoor forest animal.
● Found that the human mind and body does not perform correctly away from the presence of a
tree canopy.
● Light and electromagnetic radiation induced mental and physical illness.
● Biological cellular development and mutation problems in unnatural radiation environments.
● Found that extensive photosynthesis effects are taking place within the human body.
● Found that the human body goes deficient in both vitamin B12 and D when kept out of sunlight.
● Characterized the different human skin types and their solar radiation environment.
● Found that the human is genetically adapted to its latitude and longitude global location and
significantly changing this may bring about illness and disease.
● Humans that have significantly changed their genetic environment have to pay special attention
to keeping it within the boundaries of their genetics, otherwise general illness occurs.
● Found that environmental pollution is significantly changing the radiation levels in the human
environment and this may bring about cellular development problems, illness, disease, and
premature death.
● Electrical poisoning from anti static devices (ASD) and grounding (earthing) systems.
● Developed the field of plant growth defects in the areas of electromagnetic interference, AC
stray voltage and currents, solar radiation, toxic light, and nighttime interference radiation.
● Linked the cause of Sick Building Syndrome (SBS) to coated double glazed glass (Low-E),
artificial light, softened and demineralized water, contaminated air, contaminated food,
electromagnetic radiation and interference (EMR/EMI), americium radiation exposure, and AC
stray voltage effects.
● Developed the field of human aggression (Environmental Pollution).
● Interpreted the famous 1991 Barbury Castle crop circle: Energy systems are causing
interference and the wheel is in motion for cellular growth to turn off.
● “Toxic Bucket” theory.
● The “Radiation Detoxification” process (Hibernation).
● Discovered that electromagnetic radiation and interference is a stimulant to the human mind and
body, just like alcohol and drugs.
● Characterized electromagnetic interference exposure in the human body: Headaches, increased
sexual desire, changed personality, aggression, and fatigue. Over exposure leads to general
illness, arthritis, depression, dementia, mental illness, cancer, and premature death. These are
documented as Radio Wave Sickness (RWS) and Electromagnetic Hypersensitivity (EHS) in the
medical community.
● Found that the human mating and fertility cycle is triggered by electromagnetic radiation and
interference from seasonal electrical storms.
● Found that the modern human is overloaded on electromagnetic radiation and interference from
daily exposure to it and is unnaturally in a constant state of sexual desire.
● Independently verified much of the work that was performed by Dr. John Nash Ott regarding
health, light, and electromagnetic radiation and interference.
● Discovered that extended exposure to canned food causes tooth decay, skin problems, stomach
problems, acid reflux, indigestion, and heart burn. It is simply fixed by eating organic food.
● Found that the rising Autism rates are almost exactly following the rising adoption of cell phone
towers and cell phones.

Electromagnetic Interference:
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“Extinction Energy” theory.
“Electromagnetic Blue Sky” theory.
“Electromagnetic Population Growth” theory.
Found that harmonic (dirty) electricity is toxic to the human mind and body.
Found that exposure to high voltage, high current, and high harmonic energy can interfere with
the sense of smell to report burning smells to the brain that are not there. It is accompanied by
insatiable thirst and intoxication symptoms.
Found that the electrical distribution system is in the process of turning into an unlicensed wideband radio transmitter due to a high penetration of electronic products. This may cause radio
wave sickness and electromagnetic hypersensitivity to occur in many people.
Found that many electrical utility poles are emitting large amounts of radio waves into the
human environment. They are unlicensed wide-band radio transmitters.
Found that utility power lines and poles have many fields around them including ion, electric,
electrostatic, magnetic, radio, radio reflection, radio interference, solar reflection, solar
interference, microwave reflection, microwave interference, and so on. These fields vary with
the time of day, the seasons, and the type of power generation in the area.
Found that the utility transmission and distribution system may be acting as broadcast antenna
system for 50Hz, 60 Hz, and harmonic energy into the Earth's core and atmosphere.
Found that home and workplace electrical wiring is emitting large electromagnetic fields of
various types into the human environment which made lead to sickness and developmental
problems in the human.
Developed the theory that in the Air France flight 447 crash, the pilots appeared to be in a state
of intoxication from the effects of excessive electromagnetic radiation (EMR) storm exposure.
Excessive electromagnetic interference from many laptop computers.
Found that laptop computers interfere with the Earth's natural magnetic field.
Excessive electromagnetic interference from many flat screen digital TV's.
Excessive electromagnetic interference from many consumer products and toys.
Excessive electromagnetic interference from transport systems, including cars and motorbikes.
Electromagnetic interference from electronic power conversion systems (inverters) and the
effects on human health.
Solar photovoltaic (PV) electromagnetic interference and the effects on human health.
Discovered street light induced sickness.
Discovered street light electromagnetic interference premature death clusters.
Developed the field of artificial lighting induced sickness, disease, and premature death.
Linked electromagnetic fields from electrical fuse boards and meters to human illness and
disease.
Developed the field of power-line illness and disease.
Developed the field of human AC “stray voltage” illness and disease.
Found that the under wires on ladies brassieres are causing voltages and frequencies to appear
between them when in electromagnetic radiation fields. This may induce illness and disease
into women. A similar effect occurs with metal jewelry.
Found that metal under wires in bras appear to be magnetized and interfere with the Earth's
natural magnetic field which may lead to illness and disease.
Found that metal mattresses are acting as an antenna for wireless energy and contain many
frequencies of energy within them. This may be a health risk to the humans that sleep on them.
Found that metal mattresses distort the Earth's natural magnetic field and long term exposure to
them may be a human health hazard.

● Found that metal homes and metal studded homes appear to distort the Earth's natural magnetic
fields and may cause long term health problems in the human.
● Found that conductive flooring, such as tile, may be electrified with AC voltage and may induce
illness and disease into the human.
● Found that the water systems of homes and offices may be electrified with AC voltage and may
induce illness and disease into the human.
● Found that the utility companies should never have grounded their energized conductors into
the Earth as it electrifies it.
● Found hotspots of man-made radiation within the typical American home that extended
exposure makes the human fall into illness and perhaps onto disease and premature death. In
babies and children, it will likely cause developmental problems such as Autism and ADD.
● Found that wireless communications systems should never have been developed as it has a toxic
effect on the human mind and body.
● Found that the 50 Hz and 60 HZ utility power systems, and wireless communication systems
may be affecting the Earth's magnetic field and atmosphere.
● Found that the large scale removal of trees may have affected energy flows between the core of
the Earth and the atmosphere and may have impacted the Earth's magnetic field and
atmosphere.
● Found that the mining of metals and concentrating them into the cities may have affected the
Earth's natural magnetic field and atmosphere.
Solar Radiation and Light:
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Developed the field of “Toxic Light”.
Found the solar radiation “Archimedes Death Ray" effect in modern society.
Discovered the “Multiple-Sun” effect.
Discovered the “Multiple-Shadow” effect.
Developed the “Cloud Effect” of atmospheric solar lensing.
Developed the “Turbulence Effect” of environmental solar lensing.
Found that the human perception of blue sky is different from the photographed blue sky during
an annular solar eclipse.
Unnaturally high levels of solar radiation in modern human society.
Found that the human indoor environment may have become toxic to cellular development due
to the use of Low E coated double glazed glass, metal furniture, energy star lighting products,
and radioactive ionizing smoke detectors.
Tree canopy light interference (interference green light).
Water light interference (reflection, lensing, and refraction).
Light modification by plants.
Radiation suppression by nature.
Nighttime interference radiation.
Atmospheric energy interference for solar radiation.
Satellite, airplane, and structure solar radiation interference.
Developed the LAMB theory = Light of Alien Moons is Baneful (Alien Moons = man made
satellites, airplanes, chemical trails, smoke, pollution, artificial lighting, and so on.)
Developed the LION theory = Light Interference Obliterates Nature.
The “Extinction Wavelength” of light.
Linked 'Bee Colony Collapse” disorder to solar radiation, man-made satellite eclipses of the
Sun, airplane, microwave, radio, and power line interference effects.
Development of scientific theory from religious scripture.

● Developed the solar photovoltaic power equations.
● Found the sources of solar photovoltaic power system overloading.
Solar Consulting Highlights:
● Commissioned the largest solar photovoltaic power generation system in the USA comprising
of three hundred acres of single axis trackers with over ninety thousand solar modules. A one
hundred and sixty million dollar project.
● Commissioned the world's largest CIGS thin film solar photovoltaic system.
● Operations and maintenance (O&M) manager of fifty million dollars of installed solar power
generation systems.
● Project manager for the construction of a seven million dollar, one megawatt single axis
tracking solar photovoltaic installation.
● Set up the solar photovoltaic design team for a large international company.

MDM Consortium, Dartmouth College & Columbia University
Site Director
Facility manager with control of four million dollars of assets and one million dollars in funds. Budget
planning. Oracle applications and purchasing card administration. Development of long term plan for
company direction and facility modernization. Designed and constructed computerized servo control
and instrumentation systems. Reduced facility energy consumption. Scheduling of facility & research
programs using MS project. Provide management reports to consortium members. Educate students.
Manage regular and contract staff as needed and in accordance with labor laws. Implement and
maintain compliance with current regulations including OSHA, NFPA, NEC, UBC and the Tohono
O'odham Nation. Planned maintenance. Authored facility training manuals. On call for all systems.

W. M. Keck Observatory, University of California and NASA
Operations Manager
Lead position at the world's largest optical and infra red telescopes, assuming responsibility for the one
hundred and fifty million dollar facility and all personnel. Development of new technical systems,
budget management & scheduling of resources. Authored the facility training manual. On call for all
systems. Engineer, procure and construct my solar powered green home during this time.

Isaac Newton Group: Higher Professional Technical Officer
Oversaw one of the world's largest observatory research facilities and all personnel during night time
operations. Engineer, procure and construct new DIMM telescope. Project development, budget
management & scheduling of resources. Solar power systems. Became fluent in Spanish language.

Regional Hospitals: Facilities Engineer and Biomedical Engineer
Facilities apprenticeship in the one thousand bed university research hospital. Engineer, procure and
construct new wing of hospital. Responsible for biomedical and renal systems within the regions
hospitals. On call for all systems.

Qualifications
Chartered Electrical Engineer, Bachelor of Engineering with Honors in Electrical and Electronics,
Electrical Apprenticeship, Member of Institution of Engineering & Technology (IET) and Engineering

Council (ECUK).

Training Courses Attended
Management Course (Five day residential), Various Single and Dual Axis Solar Trackers, Various
Inverters, Matlab & Simulink (Five days), IDL, Varian Vacuum (Five days), OSHA 10

Publications
Toxic Electricity, 2012
Complete Solar Photovoltaics for Residential, Commercial, and Utility Systems, 2011.
Toxic Health, 2011.
Toxic Light, 2011.
Solar Radiation, the Book of Revelations, and the Era of Light - Part 1, 2011.
Solar Radiation, Global Warming, and Human Disease, 2010.
Solar Radiation – A Cause of Illness and Cancer?, 2010.
Solar Reflections for Architects, Engineers, and Human Health, 2010.
Solar Site Selection for Power Systems, 2010.
Solar Irradiance and Insolation for Power Systems, 2010.
Solar Photovoltaics for Consumers, Utilities, and Investors, 2010.
Solar Photovoltaic Training for Residential, Commercial, and Utility Systems, 2010.
Solar Photovoltaic Design for Residential, Commercial, and Utility Systems, 2010.
Solar Photovoltaic Operation and Maintenance for Residential, Commercial, and Utility Systems, 2010.
Solar Photovoltaic Resource for Residential, Commercial, and Utility Systems, 2010.
Solar Photovoltaic DC Calculations for Residential, Commercial, and Utility Systems, 2010.
Active Control Systems for Large Segmented Optical Mirrors, IEE Engineering Science & Education
Journal, August 2002.

Energy systems are causing interference and the
wheel is in motion for cellular growth to turn off.

Reflective "death ray" torments Vegas sunbathers
Fri, Oct 1 2010 By Damon Hodge
LAS VEGAS (Reuters) - MGM Resorts International is taking the heat for an intense beam of searing
desert sunlight, jokingly dubbed the "death ray," that some hotel guests say poses a risk of severe burns
to bathers lounging poolside.
The beam is actually a concentrated reflection of solar rays bouncing off the gleaming glass facade of
the concave-shaped, high-rise Vdara hotel and condominium, which opened on the Las Vegas "strip" in
December.
Local media, as well as some hotel staff and guests, have come to refer to the reflection as the "death
ray," but MGM Resorts officials prefer to call it a "solar convergence phenomenon." "The refraction
moves across the pool deck over a period 90 minutes," company spokesman Gordon Absher told
Reuters. "It's never in the same place from day to day or week to week because the sun its changing its
elevation in the sky."
MGM Resorts, which owns the property, has sought to correct the problem by installing a high-tech
solar film over each of the 3,000 glass panes covering the south facade of the Vdara to scatter the rays.
But the concentrated sunlight remains hot enough at certain times, in certain spots, to melt plastic and
singe hair, said William Pintas, 49, a Chicago lawyer and Vdara condo owner who first encountered the
effect earlier after a dip in the pool.
When his head started burning, he thought it was from chemicals in the pool. "So I just laid down in
the chair, and that's when my back and the back of my legs started burning, and I ran under a nearby
umbrella. And I'm under the umbrella and there is no shading from the light or heat," he recounted. "It
was the strangest thing."
Pintas said he could even smell his hair starting to burn.
Astonished and angry, he alerted hotel staff, then called the local newspaper to draw attention to the
problem.
Absher said MGM Resorts is "now looking into further mitigation procedures," including more
umbrellas, additional foliage or shade structures.
He said not everyone has complained. On cooler days, he said, he has seen sunbathers deliberately lay
their blankets on the convergence spot for additional warmth. But Pintas said he worries that sooner or
later, someone will end up seriously burned if they fall asleep in the path of the ray, even if under an
umbrella, because as he found the concentrated light can penetrate the shade.
"In Vegas, people are out drinking the night before, so it's not hard to imagine people being
unconscious there under an umbrella," he said.
(Writing and additional reporting by Steve Gorman in Los Angeles; Editing by Peter Bohan)

Ionizing Radiation Extends Life
http://www.russia-ic.com/
Low radiation doses extend human life, Russian biologist says. Ionizing radiation affects genes, which
are responsible for cell aging.
Billions of cells are exposed to natural ionizing radiation. Evolution should have created an effective
means for protecting cells from small radiation doses. Thus, the fact that X-rays and gamma rays in low
and medium doses extend life of various laboratory animals on 10-29% is not surprising.
Small doses of radiation promote immunity and cell division, as well as initiate other mechanisms of
cell defense. But another explanation exists. Russian biologist tends to think that exposure to radiation
damages DNA molecules and causes formation of free radicals, which in their turn, lead to premature
aging and death of cells. However, first cells that die are usually the most sensitive to stress and unable
to repair their DNA. Death of these cells does no harm to the whole organism, because new healthy
cells quickly replace dead ones. Perhaps, this is the way an organism reacts on low radiation does and
on any other externally induced stress.
Stress and radiation probably affect either some genes of tolerance to stress, responsible for DNA
reparation and for increasing antioxidant protection, or apoptosis genes. Scientists already know some
of said genes, which launch processes, slowing down aging process.

12/4/2011
To Whom it May Concern:
I had the pleasure of working with Steven Magee when I was the laser optics engineer at the W. M.
Keck Observatory in Hawaii. Steve was an electrical/electronics engineer tasked with operating the
telescope. The Keck telescope is one of the largest optical telescopes in the world, and the job of
Telescope Operator is a high pressure one. Steve accomplished this task – and much more – efficiently
and professionally.
As Telescope Operator, Steve had to work effectively with leading researchers in astronomy as well as
the numerous technicians responsible for the many telescope subsystems. Steve had to be familiar with
not only the the operation of the telescope, but also with the operation and idiosyncrasies of the various
instruments and the extremely complex adaptive optics system.
Steve had to be able to operate the 36-segment telescope while ensuring the safety of multimillion
dollar equipment, as well as the safety of personnel on the summit throughout his long shift – all at an
altitude of 14,000 feet.
Steve has an unusually agile mind and took on new tasks and responsibilities professionally and
learned them quickly. When the Laser Guide Star was added to the telescope, Steve had to learn to
operate the laser and was responsible for the safety of the additional laser personnel on the summit.
Steve picked all this up immediately and performed flawlessly.
In addition to his formidable technical skills, Steve is a genuinely pleasant person to work with. I
worked many nights with him and enjoyed the experience. In my opinion Steve would be an asset to
any team and has the intelligence, personality, and dedication to quickly contribute in whatever
capacity is needed.
Robert Lafon
Engineer, Lunar Laser Communications Demonstration
NASA-Goddard Space Flight Center
Robert.Lafon@Nasa.gov
339-970-4219

To whom it may concern,
I met Steven in 1999 when we both came to the island of La Palma in order to work at the Isaac Newton
Group of Telescopes. We both worked in the engineering department albeit in different disciplines.
However, there was then and still is much interaction between the various engineering sections of our
organisation and as such, Steven and I worked together often.

I found Steven to be very cooperative, hardworking, friendly and capable in his position. We worked
together on various small projects and as part of the operations team in support of the telescopes. His
ambition ultimately led him to take a position at the W.M. Keck Observatory which at the time was felt
as a great loss to our engineering department. During the time that Steven was working for us, he had,
of his own volition, mastered many of the various electrical/mechanical systems that are to be found in
the Observatory. I'm convinced that had Steven remained at the Observatory, these attributes would
have seen him holding a senior position in the engineering section of Observatory.
With this in mind, I would not hesitate to recommend Steven as a potential employee of your
organisation in the areas that he is skilled in.
Yours sincerely
Craige Bevil
Head of Computing
Isaac Newton Group of Telescopes
La Palma
Spain

Dr MM Shaw BEng PhD CEng FIET
Deputy Director, School of Engineering, Liverpool John Moores University, Byrom Street, Liverpool,
L3 3AF
Telephone: 0151 231 2520 Fax: 0151 231 2522 email: m.m.shaw@ljmu.ac.uk
To Whom It May Concern
24 November 2011
Dear Sir/Madam,
Re: Steven Magee
I am writing this letter of support and recommendation for Mr Stephen Magee, who was one of my
students a number of years ago. I taught Steven when he was studying at Liverpool John Moores
University on a part-time BEng honours degree in Electrical and Electronic Engineering. Certainly, he
was a very capable person and as a part-time student, very mature in outlook in comparison with a lot
of our full-time students. As a result, he was much more effective at applying his knowledge and skills,
particularly to unfamiliar problems or designs. Steven was awarded a class 2.1 honours degree with a
weighted mean award mark of 65.82%. He since went on to postgraduate Masters study and is also a
Chartered Engineer.
Since leaving LJMU, I know that Steven has worked for a number of years in the USA, recently as Site
Director at MDM Consortium, Dartmouth College & Columbia University and previously as
Operations Manager at the WM Keck Observatory in Hawaii. Having worked within that industry for a
number of years now and possessing a very mature and sensible outlook, he will no doubt have
strengthened his already well developed skills still further.
I believe that Steven has the credentials, qualifications and experience to carry out senior management
and technical roles with skill, dedication and alacrity and I offer my recommendation of him to you.
Should you require any further information, please do not hesitate to contact me further.
Yours sincerely,
Dr Michael Shaw
Deputy Director

